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This paper is concerned with the existence of multi-peak solutions of the following
problem
&=22u+u=u p&1 in 0,
{u>0 in 0,u=0 on 0,
where 0 is a smooth bounded domain in RN (N2), =>0 is a small positive
number and p # (2, 2NN&2) for N3, p # (2, +) for N=2. Using a variational
method we construct positive solutions concentrating near given ‘‘saddle points’’ of
the distance function dist( } , 0). An explicit expression for the dominant parts of
the solutions is also obtained.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
The aim of this paper is to establish existence of single and multi-peak
solutions of the following problem
&=22u+u=u p&1 in 0,
{u>0 in 0, (1.1)u=0 on 0
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where 2=Ni=1
2
xi
2 is the Laplace operator, 0 is a smooth bounded
domain in RN with smooth boundary, N2, =>0 is a constant and p
satisfies 2<p< 2N(N&2) for N3, 2<p<+ for N=2.
The problem 1.1 has been the subject of extensive research in recent
years. One of the main aspects of this research is to construct, by various
methods, single-peak andor multi-peak solutions (solutions concentrate at
one or more points in 0 as =  0) for small =. Ni and Wei constructed in
[18] solutions of 1.1 for small = via the Mountain Pass Lemma and
showed that these solutions concentrate, as =  0, near points in 0, which
have maximum distance to 0. For any given strict local maximum point
Q of the distance function dist( } , 0), Wei constructed in [23] single-peak
solution of 1.1 concentrating near Q as =  0. The authors, together with
Dancer and Yan, constructed in [5] multi-peak solutions of 1.1 which con-
centrate near any given strict local maximum points Qi (1ik) of the
distance function dist( } , 0), provided those points satisfy dist(Qi, 0)=
dist(Q j, 0) for i, j=1, ..., k and |Q i&Q j| are suitably large if i{ j. The
result in [5] was later generalised to more general nonlinearities under
weaker condition by del Pino, Felmer and Wei in [12].
When 0 has nontrivial topology, the effect of topology of domain on the
existence of solutions of 1.1 was first studied by Benci and Cerami [3] and
later extended by many authors, see, for example, [9], [10] and the
references therein.When 0 has trivial topology (if 0 is contractible, for
instance),the role of geometry of domain has been studied, see, for example,
Dancer [7, 8], Noussair and Yan [19]. In a recent paper [16], Li and
Nirenberg obtained the existence of single-peak solutions when 0 has an
open set V with V /0 satisfying maxQ # V dist(Q, 0)<maxQ # V
dist(Q, 0). If V is in a neighbourhood of 0 where dist( } , 0) is C 1 func-
tion and if deg({ dist(Q, 0), V, 0){0, the existence of single-peak solu-
tions was established by Li and Nirenberg in [16].
However, in all the papers concerning the geometry of the domain men-
tioned above, it was always assumed that the given points or subsets either
satisfy certain non-degenerate conditions (see [23], [19]) or are strict
local maximum points or maximum sets (under certain sense), see [16].
The solutions obtained under such conditions concentrate near the given
strict local maximum points (or sets) of the distance function dist( } , 0) or
near the given non-degenerate points. In this paper, we construct solutions
near ‘‘saddle points’’ of the distance function which may be degenerate
points by the definitions in [23] and [19]. Since generally speaking, the
distance function is not C1 in the whole domain 0, it seems that the
methods in [16] can not be applied to obtain single-peak solutions con-
centrating at a given ‘‘saddle point’’. To state our results we need first the
following definition.
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Definition 1.1. A point P # 0 is said to be a saddle point if there exist
N mutually orthogonal unit vectors ej (1 jN) in RN associated with P,
an integer 1l<N, l intervals [aj , bj], aj<0<bj , along ej for 1 jl,
N&l intervals [&$j , $j], $j>0 along ej for l+1 jN such that if we
denote
D1= ‘
l
j=1
[aj , b j], D2= ‘
N
j=l+1
[&$j , $j],
D ] {z } z= :
N
j=1
zjej , zj # [aj , b j] for 1 jl,
zj # [&$j , $j] for l+1 jN==D1_D2
h(z)=dist(P+z, 0), z # D,
TP={P+ :
l
j=1
zjej } zj # [a j , bj], j=1, ..., l= ,
then the following conditions hold:
(i) for each j=1, ..., l, and fixed zi , i=1, ..., N, i{ j, h(z) is non-
decreasing in zj # [0, bj] and non-increasing in zj # [aj , 0];
(ii) for each j=l+1, ..., N, and fixed zi , i=1, ..., N, i{ j, h(z) is
strictly decreasing in zj # [0, $j] and strictly increasing in zj # [&$j , 0].
(iii) h(z)>dist(P, 0) for z # D1 .
It is well known (see Berestycki and Lions [4]) that
{
&2W+W=W p&1 in RN,
(1.2)W>0 in R
N, W(0)=max
x # RN
W(x),
W(x)  0 |x|  
has a unique positive solution W (for uniqueness see Kwong [14]), W is
radially symmetric, strictly decreasing in |x| and satisfies
{
W(x) e |x| |x| (N&1)2  c0 as |x|  ,
(1.3)|{W(x)|
W(x)
 1 as |x|  ,
where c0>0 is a constant.
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For any given v # H1 (RN), Q # RN, =>0, denote
v=, Q (x)=v \x&Q= + . (1.4)
Let P= v denote the (unique) solution in H 10(0) of
{&=
22u+u=|v| p&2 v
u=0
in 0,
on 0.
Define an inner product and corresponding norm of H 10(0) by
(u, v) = |
0
=2 {u {v+uv,
&u&2= =(u, u) = .
For any given integer k1, Q=(Q1, ..., Qk) # 0_ } } } _0
k
] 0k define
E k=, Q={v # H 10(0) | (P=W=, Q , v) = P=W=, QQ il , v==0,
i=1, ..., k, l=1, ..., N= . (1.5)
Denote, for Q # 0, .=, Q (x)=W=, Q (x)&P= W=, Q . Then by the maximum
principle 0<.=, Q (x)<W=, Q (x) for x # 0.
Set
=, Q (x)=&= log .=, Q (x),
= (Q)==, Q (Q),
.= (Q)=.=, Q (Q).
0, Q (x)= inf
! # 0
( |!&Q|+L(!, x)),
where L(x, y) is the length of the shortest path in 0 connecting x to y.
More precisely,
L(x, y)=inf[T : there exists ‘ # C 0, 1 ([0, T[, 0 )
with ‘(0)=x, ‘(T )= y, } d‘ds }| a.e. in [0, T]].
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As in [18] we have (see also [16])
=, Q (x)  0, Q (x) as =  0 (1.6)
in C0 (0 ) uniformly with respect to Q in the specified region in 0, where
dist(Q, 0)$0 for any given $0>0. In particular
= (Q)  0 (Q)#2 dist(Q, 0), (1.7)
uniformly for Q in the region as indicated above.
We will use (1.7) whenever we need to replace = (Q) by 2 dist(Q, 0)
plus some small term in Section 2 and Section 3.
In what follows we will denote dist(P, S) simply by d(P, S) for any given
point P # RN, and a set S/RN, and denote dist(S1 , S2)=inf[dist(P, Q) |
P # S1 , Q # S2] simply by d(S1 , S2) for any given sets S1 , S2 /RN. By the
notations A(t)=O(t), A(t)=o(t) as t  0 we mean |A(t)|C |t| for some
constant C>0 and A(t)t  0 as t  0 respectively.
The main results in this paper are the following:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose 0 has a saddle point P # 0. Then there exists
=0>0 such that for = # (0, =0], (1.1) has a positive solution u= of the form
u= :=P= W=, P=+v= ,
where :=>0, P= # 0 and v= # E 1=, P= satisfying, as =  0,
:=  1,
d(P= , TP)  0,
&v=&= = O(e&d(P, 0)=), (1.12)
where TP is given in Definition 1.1.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose 0 has k saddle points Pi # 0 (1ik, k2).
Pi satisfies for i=1, ..., k
d(Pi, 0)=d(P j, 0), i, j=1, ..., k,
min[d(Pi+Di, P j+D j), i, j=1 } } } , k, i{ j]]
>2d(Pl, 0), l=1, ..., k,
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where Di are the sets corresponding to Pi as in Definition 1.1. Then there
exists =0>0 such that for # (0, =0] (1.1) has a positive solution u= of the form
u= :
k
i=1
:i, =P= W=, P=i+v= ,
where :i, =>0, P i= # 0 for i=1, ..., k, v= # E
k
=, P=
with P= (P 1= , ..., P
k
= ) # 0
k
satisfying as =  0
:i, =  1 i=1, ..., k,
d(P i= , TP i)  0 i=1, ..., k,
&v=&= = O(e&d(P
i, 0)=).
Theorem 1.3. Suppose the same conditions in Theorem 1.2 hold (k=1 is
allowed). In addition the distance function dist( } , 0) has m strict local
maximum points Qi (1im) in 0 satisfying
min[d(Qi, P j+D j) | i=1, ..., m; j=1, ..., k]
>2d(Qi, 0)=2d(P j, 0), i=1, ..., m; j=1, ..., k.
Then there exists =0>0 such that for = # (0, =0] (1.1) has a positive solution
u= of the form
u= :
k+m
i=1
:i, =P=W=, P=i+v= ,
where :i, =>0, P i= # 0 for i=1, ..., m+k, v= # E
k+m
=, P=
with P=
(P 1= , ..., P
k+m
= ) # 0
k+m satisfying as =  0
:i, =  1 i=1, ..., k+m,
d(P j= , TPj)  0 j=1, ..., k,
d(Pi+k= , Q
i)  0 i=1, ..., m,
&v=&= O(e&d(P
i, 0)=) i=1, ..., k.
We end this section by a few remarks.
Remark 1.1. Suppose 0 is a dumb-bell shaped domain. Then the centre
point P of the handle is a saddle point. By Theorem 1.1 we can construct
single-peak positive solutions of (1.1) concentrating in the handle. When
TP [P] is not empty we conjecture that the maximum points of such solu-
tions will converge to the centre of the handle. The single-peak solutions
concentrating at the centre of each ball were obtained by Wei in [23] and
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FIGURE 1
the two-peak solutions concentrating simultaneously at the centre of the
two balls were constructed in [5].
Remark 1.2. Examples of domains where our results establish multi-
peak solutions not available by any previous results are shown in Figure 1,
in which P2 , P4 are saddle points, P1 , P3 and P6 are a strict local maxi-
mum point of the distance function.
If the domain is such that d(P2 , 0)=d(P4 , 0)=d(P6 , 0), and P2 ,
P4 , P6 are sufficiently far apart such that the conditions in Theorems 1.2
and 1.3 are satisfied. We then have 6 single-peak solutions concentrating
near Pi , i=1, ..., 6. 6 two-peak solutions concentrating near Pi , Pj ,
i, j=2, 4, 6, i{ j and a 3-peak solution concentrating at P2 , P4 , P6 . Two-
peak solutions concentrating at Pi , Pj , i, j=1, 3, 5, i{ j were constructed
by previous results, provided the points Pi , Pj are sufficiently far apart.
Remark 1.3. The same arguments can be applied to investigate the
existence of single-peak andor multi-peak solutions of problems with coef-
ficient functions. For example, consider the following problem:
&=22u+V(x) u=u p&1 in 0,
{u>0 in 0, (1.8)u=0 on 0,
where 0 is a bounded or unbounded domain in RN, p satisfies the same
condition as in (1.1). V(x) # C(0) is a positive function. Suppose V(x) has
k saddle points Pi # 0 (1ik) and m strict local maximum points Q j
(1 jm). Then by our arguments we can prove that for = small enough
(1.8) has a solution concentrating at Pi and Q j, i=1, ..., k, j=1, ..., m
simultaneously.
Remark 1.4. More general definition of saddle points could be given
and the arguments developed in this paper could be applied to deal with
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more general situations. This is because the relative category is defined in
a topological space. However, we do not try to do this for the sake of
conciseness in this paper.
2. FRAMEWORK AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The variational functional associated with (1.1) is
I= (u)=
1
2 |0 (=
2 |{u|2+u2)&
1
p |0 |u|
p, u # H 10(0). (2.1)
For :=(:1 , ..., :k) # Rk, Q=(Q1, ..., Qk) # RN_k, v # E k=, Q define
J= (:, Q, v)=I= \ :
k
i=1
:iP=W=, Qi+v+ . (2.2)
Our approach of establishing the existence of single-peak (k=1) and
multi-peak (k2) solutions of 1.1 is based on finding critical points of I=
in H 10(0) via seeking critical points of J= (for Theorems 1.1 and 1.2) in
M k’=[(:, Q, v) | := (:1 , ..., :k) # R
k, Q=(Q1, ..., Qk) # RN_k,
v # E k=, Q such that |:i&1|<’, Q
i # Pi+Di
for i=1, ..., k and &v&=<’] (2.3)
and (for Theorem 1.3) in
Mk, m’ =[(:, Q, v) | :=(:1 , ..., :k+m) # R
k+m,
Q=(Q1, ..., Qk+m) # RN_(k+m),
v # Ek+m=, Q , such that
|:i&1|<’, Qi # Pi+Di
for i=1, ..., k+m; &v&=<’] (2.4)
where in (2.3) and (2.5) Di is the same as in Theorem 1.2 for i=1, ..., k;
Di is a neighbourhood of Q i for i=k+1, ..., k+m.
As in [1] (see also [2], [21] and [5]) for ’>0 small enough,
(:, Q, v) # M k’ (or M
k, m
’ ) is a critical point of J= in M
k
’ (or M
k, m
’ ) if and
only if there exist #i # R, _i # RN, i=1, ..., n, n=k or k+m such that
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(*):
J= (:, Q, v)
:i
=0, i=1, ..., k,
(*)v
J= (:, Q, v)(,)
v
= :
n
i=1
#i (P=W=, Qi , ,) =
+ :
n
i=1
:
N
s=1
_ is P=W=, QiQ is , , = , . # H 10(0),
(*)Q
J= (:, Q, v)
Q is
= :
N
l=1
_ il  
2P=W=, Qi
Q i
l
Q is , v =
(i=1, ..., n; s=1, ..., N).
Let 0i=Pi+Di if Pi is a saddle point and 0i=Bri (P
i) if Pi is a strictly
local maximum point, where ri>0 and Br (P) stands for the ball in RN
centred at P with radius r. Then by Proposition 2.1 to be given, there exists
a C1-map: Q # 01 _ } } } _0n  (:=, Q , v=, Q) such that (:=, Q , Q, v=, Q)
satisfies (*)v and (*): . Set
K= (Q)=J= (:=, Q , Q, v=, Q). (2.5)
We thus reduce the problem to a finite dimensional one. We will use the
relative category to find the suitable critical point Q of K= (Q) in
01 _ } } } _0n such that (*)Q is satisfied.
Our first preliminary result is the following:
Proposition 2.1. Given $0>0, an integer k1 and k open sets 0i
(1ik) such that 0i /0, d(0i , 0)$0 , d(0i , 0 j)$0 (if k>1) for
i, j=1, ..., k, i{ j. Then there exists =0>0 such that for = # (0, =0] there is a
unique C 1-map: Q=(Q1, ..., Qk) # 01_ } } } _0k  (:=, Q , v=, Q) # Rk_E k=, Q ,
such that (:=, Q , Q, v=, Q) satisfies for some # i # R, _ i=(_ i1 , ..., _
i
N) # R
N
(1ik), (*): and (*)v . Namely,
J= (:=, Q , Q, v=, Q)
:i
=0 i=1, ..., k, (2.6)
J= (:=, Q , Q, v=, Q)
v
(,)= :
k
i=1
#i(P=W=, Qi , ,) =
+ :
k
i=1
:
N
s=1
_ is P=W=, QiQ is , , = , (2.7)
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for every , # E k=, Q . Furthermore, for _=min[ p&2, 1],
:
k
i=1
|:i&1|+&v=, Q &= O \ :
k
i=1
.12+_= (Q
i)+ :
k
i, j=1; i{ j
W 12+_ \Q
i&Q j
= ++ ,
(2.8)
#i=O \ :
k
j=1
.= (Q j)+ :
k
l, j=1; l{ j
W \Q
l&Q j
= ++ ,{ (2.9)_ is=O \ :kj=1 .= (Q j)+ :kl, j=1; l{ j W \Ql&Q j= ++ .
Proof. The arguments are basically similar to those used in [1], [2]
and [21]. Denote 4=[1&’, 1+’]k. By proposition 3.4 in [9], there
exist ’0>0, =0>0 such that for ’ # (0, ’0], = # (0, =0] there is a unique
C1-map: (:, Q) # 4_01_ } } } _0k  v=, :, Q # E k=, Q such that (:, Q, v=, :, Q)
satisfies (2.7) for some #i # R, _i # RN, i=1, ..., k. The arguments used in
[9] were based on an implicit function theorem which was first used in [1]
and [21]. Furthermore, v=, :, Q satisfies
&v=, :, Q&= O \ :
k
j=1
.12+_= (Q
j)+ :
k
l, j=1; l{ j
W12+_ \Q
l&Q j
= ++ . (2.10)
Once v=, :, Q is obtained we can determine :=:=, Q by the same
arguments as in [2] [22]. In fact explicit computations yield (we will write
v=, :, Q instead of v for simplicity)
J= (:, Q, v=, :, Q)
: i
=:i |
0
W p&1=, Qi P=W=, Qi+ :
k
j=1; j{i
:j |
0
W p&1=, Qj P=W=, Qi
&|
0 } :
k
j=1
:jP= W=, Qj+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Q j+v+ P=W=, Qi
=:i |
0
W p&1=, Qi P=W=, Qi+ :
k
j=1; j{i
:j |
0
W p&1=, Qj P=W=, Qi
&|
0 _} :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Qj+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
: jP=W=, Qj+v+
&(:iP=W=, Q i) p&1& P=W=, Q i&: p&1i |0 (P=W=, Q i) p. (2.11)
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It follows from (A.2) in Appendix A that
|
0
W p&1=, Qj P=W=, Qi |
0
W p&1=, Q j W=, Qi
=O(e&|Qi&Qj | =). (2.12)
By (A.6) in Appendix A we have
|
0 _} :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Qj+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
:jP= W=, Qj+v+
&(:iP=W=, Qi) p&1& P=W=, Qi
=O(e&d(Qi, 0) =) &v&=+O(&v&2= )+O \ :
k
j=1; j{i
e&|Qi&Q j |=+ . (2.13)
:i |
0
W p&1=, Q i P=W=, Q i &:
p&1
i |
0
(P=W=, Q i) p
=(:i&: p&1i ) |
0
W p=, Qi+O \|0 W p&1=, Q i .=, Qi+
=(:i&: p&1i ) |
0
W p=, Qi+O(e
&(2&%) d(Qi, 0)=) (2.14)
for any %>0 (see lemma 3.2 in [16]).
From (2.12)(2.17) we deduce that
J=
:i =0 is equivalent to the following
equation
(:i&: p&1i ) |
0
W p=, Q i=O(e
&d(Q i, 0)=) &v&=+O(&v&2= )
+O(e&(2&%) d(Q i, 0)=)+O \ :
k
j=1; j{i
e&|Qi&Qj |=+ ,
(2.15)
where the terms on the right hand side are uniformly small with respect to
:i (i=1, ..., k) for :i closes to 1.
It is easy to see that (2.15) is solvable for = small and :i satisfies (2.8).
We can now write v=, :, Q as v=, Q . The estimates for #i , _ is (i=1, ..., k,
s=1, ..., N) were obtained in [9]. K
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Let
K= (Q)=J= (:=, Q , Q, v=, Q),
where :=, Q , v=, Q are obtained in Proposition 2.1. We have
Proposition 2.2. Suppose the same conditions as in Proposition 2.1 hold.
Then there exist +0=+($0 , p, 0)>0, =1==($0 , P, 0)>0 such that for
= # (0, =1] we have
K= (Q)
Q is
=( p&1) |
0
W p&2=, Qi .=, Q i
W=, Qi
Q is
+O \ :
k
j=1
e&(2++0) d(Qj, 0)=+
+O \1= :
k
j, l=1; j{l
e&|Qj&Q l|=+ . (2.16)
K=(Q)==N _ p&22p kA+# :
k
i=1
(e&=(Qi)=+o(e&=(Q i)=))& , (2.17)
where A and # are positive constants, given in Appendix A.
Proof. Explicit computations yield
J= (:, Q, v)
v \:i
P=W=, Qi
Q is +
= :
k
j=1
: i:j P= W=, Qj , P=W=, QiQ is =
&|
0 } :
k
j=1
:j P=W=, Qj+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
: jP= W=, Q j+v+ :i P=W=, QiQ is
=:2i P=W= , Q i , P=W=, QiQ is  =+ :
k
j=1, j{i
:i:j P=W=, Qj , P=W=, QiQ is  =
&: pi |
0
(P=W=, Qi) p&1
P=W=, Q i
Q is
&:i |
0 _} :
k
j=1
: jP=W=, Qj+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
: j P=W=, Qj+v+
&(:iP=W=, Qi) p&1& P=W=, QiQ is . (2.18)
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We next estimate each term in (2.28)
P=W=, Q j , P=W=, Q iQ is ==|0 W p&1=, Qj
P= W=, Q i
Q is
=O \1= |0 W p&1=, Qj W=, Qi+ (by (7.11) in [16])
=O \1= e&|Qi&Q j |=+ (by (A.2) in Appendix A).
(2.19)
By (A.7) in Appendix A we have
|
0 _} :
k
j=1
: jP=W=, Q j+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Qj+v+
&(:i P=W=, Qi) p&1& P=W=, QiQ is
=( p&1) : p&2i |
0
(P= W=, Q i) p&2
P=W=, Qi
Q is
v+O(&v&2= )
+O \ :
k
j=1
e&d(Qj, 0)=+ &v&=+O \ :
k
j, l=1; j{l
e&|Ql&Qj |=+ ,
(:2i &:
p
i ) |
0
W p&1=, Qi
P=W=, Qi
Q is
=O( |:i&1|) |
0 \W p&1=, Qi
W=, Q i
Q is
&W p&1=, Qi
P=W=, Q i
Q is +
=O(e&(2+_) d(Qi, 0)=) (2.21)
since by the symmetry of W=, Qi and oddness of
W=, Q i
Q is
around Qi and
Lemma 3.2 in [16] we have
|
0
W p&1=, Qi
W=, Qi
Q is
=O(e&d(Q i, 0)=),
|
0
W p&1=, Qi
.=, Qi
Q is
=O \|0 W p&1=, Q i .=, Qi+
=O(e&(1+_) d(Qi, 0)=).
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:2i |
0
[W p&1=, Qi &(P= W=, Qi)
p&1]
P=W=, Qi
Q is
=:2i |
0
( p&1) _W p&2=, Q i W=, QiQ is .=, Qi&W p&2=, Qi .=, Q i
.=, Qi
Q is &
Z+O \|0 W p&2=, Q i .2=, Qi+
=( p&1) :2i |
0
W p&2=, Q i
W=, Q i
Q is
.=, Qi+O(e&(2+_2) d(Q
i, 0)=), (2.22)
where the fact that |
.=, Q i
Qis
|=O( |.=, Q i | ) (see (3.3) in [16]) and the estimate
|
0
W p&2=, Q i .
2
=, Q i=O(e
&(2+_2) d(Qi, 0)=)
in Corollary 3.1 in [16] were used.
Equations 2.212.26 combined with the estimate of :i and v in Proposi-
tion 2.1 yield
J=(:, Q, v)
v \: i
P= W=, Q i
Q is +=( p&1) |0 W p&2=, Qi
W=, Q i
Q is
.=, Qi
+O(e&(2+_2) d(Q i, 0)=)
+O \1= :
k
j, l=1; j{l
e&|Ql&Qj |=+ . (2.23)
So, by the definition of K=(Q) we have
K=(Q)
Q is
=
J=(:, Q, v)
v \:i
P=W=, Qi
Q is ++
J=(:, Q, v)
v \
v
Q is +
=
J=(:, Q, v)
v \:i
P=W=, Q i
Q is +& :
N
l=1
_ il 
2P=W=, Qi
Q il Q
i
s
, v =
=
J=(:, Q, v)
v \:i
P=W=, Q i
Q is ++O \ :
k
j=1
.1+_= (Q
i)+
+O \ :
l, j=1; l{ j
W 1+_ \Q
l&Q j
= ++ ,
which implies (2.16), since .=(Q i)  e&2d(Q
i, 0)= uniformly as =  0.
Equation (2.17) can be obtained by similar arguments as in [5], using
(A.1), (A.3)(A.6) and the estimate of v. K
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3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.11.3
In this section we will give proofs of Theorems 1.11.3. More precisely,
we will only give detailed proof of Theorem 1.2 since the proof of Theorem
1.1 is simpler than that of Theorem 1.2. The same arguments in the proof
of Theorem 1.2 can be applied to prove Theorem 1.3 with some obvious
modification which will be indicated later.
Suppose Pi (1ik) are given saddle points. Set
$0=min[$ ij | i=1, ..., k, j=li+1, ..., N],
Di =D i1_[&$, $]
N&li, i=1, ..., k,
0i ={Pi+ :
N
j=1
z ije
i
j } zi=(z i1 , ..., z iN) # Di= i=1, ..., k,
where D i1 , $
i
j and e
i
j are the same for P
i as D1 , $j and ej for P in the
Definition 1.1, $ # (0, $0) is a number to be determined.
Denote
1 i1={Pi+ :
N
j=1
z ije
i
j } z i=(zi1 , ..., z iN) # D i1 _[&$, $]N&li= ,
1 i2=0i"1
i
1 .
By the definition of saddle point and assumptions in Theorem 1.2 we can
choose $ small such that if we take %1>0 small enough then
d(0i , 0j)>2(1+%1) d, i, j=1, ..., k; i{ j, (3.1)
where here and in the sequel d=d(P i, 0) for every i=1, ..., k and
d(1 i1 , 0)>(1+2%1) d i=1, ..., k. (3.2)
We will rearrange the order of components of z=(z1, ..., zk) #
D1_ } } } _Dk and rename the variables as follows
z* i =(z i1 , ..., z
i
li
) # D i1 i=1, ..., k,
z i =(z ili+1 , ..., z
i
N) # [&$, $]
N&li i=1, ..., k,{y=( y1, y2) # D ] (D11_ } } } _Dk1)_[&$, $]no, (3.3)y1=(z* 1, ..., z* k) # D11 _ } } } _Dk1 ,
y2=(z 1, ..., z k) # [&$, $]kN&n0,
where n0=ki=1 li .
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Set
Qi=Pi+ :
N
j=1
z ije
i
j (3.4)
and define
L=( y)=K=(Q) Q=(Q1, ..., Qk) # 01_ } } } _0k . (3.5)
Define for any given c # R
Lc==[ y | y # D, L=( y)c].
Fix 0<%2<min[%1 , 12 +0] where +0 is as in (2.16) and set
c1= ==
N \ p&22p kA+k#e&2(1+98 %2) d=+ .
It follows from (3.5) and (2.17) that
L=( y)==N _p&22p kA+# :
k
i=1
(e&=(Qi)=+o(e&=(Q i)=))& (3.6)
with Qi being given by (3.4), y being given by (3.3).
By the fact that =(Qi)  2d(Q i, 0) uniformly in Qi # 0i as =  0, by
(3.2), the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 and (3.6), we can choose =1>0 such
that for = # (0, =1] we have
L=( y)<c1= for any y # D, y=( y
1, y2), y1 # (D11_ } } } _D
k
1). (3.7)
It is easy to see that there is a constant cN>0 such that for every
i=1, ..., k, every Qi # 0i we have
d(Qi, 0)>d&
cN
4
k$>0,
which implies
=(Q i)2d&
cN
2
k$ (3.8)
if =1 is small enough.
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Fix $min[$0 ,
+0d
2(2++0) kcN ], where +0 is the same as in Proposition 2.2.
It is not difficult to verify from (3.6) and (3.8) that
L=( y)<c2= for every y # D, (3.9)
with c2= being defined by
c2= ==
N \p&22p kA+k#e&(2d&cNk$)=+ . (3.10)
Consider the flow defined by
{
dy(t)
dt
=&{L=( y(t)), t>0,
(3.11)
y(0)= y0 # L=c=
2
.
We show that there exists =2>0 such that for = # (0, =2) the flow y(t)
defined in (3.11) will not leave D before it reaches L=c=
1
.
Suppose L=( y)c1= for some y # D. Then it follows from (3.6) that there
exists =2>0 such that for for = # (0, =2]
=(Q i)<2d(1+ 54%2) for i=1, ..., k,
where Qi and y are given by (3.3) and (3.4), which we will always assume
without mentioning in the sequel. Consequently we have
d&cN k$<d(Q i, 0)<(1+ 32%2) d i=1, ..., k. (3.12)
Suppose y # D, L=( y)c1= then the corresponding Q satisfies (3.12). In par-
ticular if y # D and L=( y)c1= then there must be some i such that z
i
j=$
or z ij=&$ for some j # [l i , ..., N] by (3.6). Namely the corresponding
Qi # 1 i2 . For such a point y let ny denote the unit outward normal to D
i
2
at y and &Qi denote the unit outward normal to 0 i at Q i, corresponding to
ny .Then by Proposition 2.2 we have
L=( y)
ny
=( p&1) |
0
W p&2=, Qi
W=, Qi
&Qi
.=, Qi
+O \ :
k
j=1
e&(2++0) d(Qi, 0)=+
+O \1= :
k
j, l=1; j{l
e&|Ql&Qj |=+ . (3.13)
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By Lemma A.5 in [10] we obtain as =  0
= |
0
W p&2=, Qi
W=, Q i
&Q i
.=, Qi
|
0
W p&1=, Qi .=, Qi
 Q
i&Qi
|Q i&Qi|
, &Qi , (3.14)
where ( } , } ) denotes the usual inner product of RN, Q i # 0 such that
|Q i&Qi|=d(Qi, 0).
It is not difficult to see from (3.12) that if $>0 is sufficiently small then
 Q
i&Qi
|Q i&Qi|
, &Q i>0 (3.15)
by the definition of the saddle point.
On the other hand, by (6.8) in [16] (or Lemma A.1 in [10]) it follows
that for any {>0 there is a constant C1>0 independent of Qi and { such
that
|
0
W p&1=, Q i .=, QiC1 e
&(2+{) d(Q i, 0)=. (3.16)
(3.13)(3.16) and (3.11) yield
L= ( y)
ny
>0 for sufficiently small =. Therefore
( dy(t)dt , ny) <0, and the flow is pointing inward in D at y.
It is not difficult to find {>0 small enough such that for zij satisfying
|z ij |<{ for i=1, ..., k, j=1, ..., l i ; |z
i
j |$ for i=1, ..., k, j=l i+1, ..., N and
y given by (3.3) we have L=( y)>c=1. Therefore L=c=
1
/D "D{ with D{=
[&{, {]n0_[&$, $]kN&n0.
Let catD, L=c
=
1 (L=c=
2
) denote the relative category of L=c=
2
in D with respect
to L=c=
1
(for the definition and properties of the relative category see, for
example, Fournier and Willem [13] and Lupo [17]). If [y # D | {L= ( y)=0,
L= ( y)=c1= or L= ( y)=c=
2] is not empty we can thus get a critical point in
D. By [13] (or [17]) and Proposition 2.1 if [y # D | {L= ( y)=0, L= ( y)
=c1= or L= ( y)=c=
2] is empty, we have then
*[ y # D | {L= ( y)=0, c=1L= ( y)c=2]
catD, L=c
=
1 (L=c=
2
)
=catD, L=c
=
1 (D)
since by (3.9) L=c=
2
D.
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L=c=
1
/D " D{ implies that L=c=
1
is disconnected in D (obviously D is con-
nected). We therefore obtain by the definition of the relative category that
catD, L=c
=
1 (D)1 (see, for example, Theorem 4.3 and remark after Corollary
4.5 in [17]).
Therefore in any case we can get at least one critical point in D. Thus
we can obtain the existence of a solution u= of the form
u= :
k
i=1
:i, =P= W=, Q=i+v=
with :i, = , v= satisfy (2.8).
As in [5] and [6] we can show that u=>0. Thus Theorem 1.2 is proved.
To prove Theorem 1.3, we can simply take D1=< and l=0 if P is a
strict local maximum point of the distance function and the same
arguments are still valid for Theorem 1.3.
4. APPENDIX A
In this appendix, we will always assume Qi (1ik) satisfies Qi # 0,
|Qi&Q j|>2 min[d(Ql, 0), l=1, ..., k] for i, j=1, ..., k; i{ j. We will
use Q to denote Qi if k=1 when no confusion arises.
Let
A=|
RN
W p (x), #=|
RN
W p&1 (x) V
*
(x)>0,
where V
*
is the unique (radial) solution of
&2u+u=0 in RN,
{u(0)=1, u>0 in RN,u # H1 (RN).
By (C.1) in [5] we have
&P=W=, Q&2= ==N[A&2#e&= (Q)=+o(e&= (Q)=)]. (A.1)
|
0
W p&1=, Qi W=, Q j=O(e
&|Qi&Q j |=). (A.2)
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(A.2) can be found in Lemma 3.3 in [9].
|
0
(P=W=, Q) p==N [A&2p#e&=(Q)=+o(e&=(Q)=)]. (A.3)
(A.3) can be found in [5] (see (C.5) in [5]).
(P=W=, Q i , P= W=, Q j) ==O(e&|Q
i&Q j |=). (A.4)
(A.4) can be deduced from (A.2).
|
0
(P=W=, Q) p&1 v=o(e&d(Q, 0)=) &v&= for every v # E 1=, Q . (A.5)
Proof of (A.5). By Taylor’s expansion we have
|
0
(P=W=Qi) p&1 v=|
0
W p&1=, Q v&( p&1) |
0
W p&2=, Q .=, Qv
+O \|0 W p&3=, Q .2=, Q |v|+
=O \|0 W p&2=, Q .=, Q |v|+ (.=, QW=, Q)
O \|0 W 2( p&2)=, Q .2=, Q)12 &v&= (Ho lder inequality)
=o(e&d(Q, 0)=) &v&= (see Corollary 3.1 in [16]).
|
0 _} :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Q j+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Q j+v+
&(:iP=W=, Qi) p&1& P=W=, Qi
=O(e&d(Qi, 0)=) &v&=+O(&v&2= )+O \ :
k
j=1; j{i
e&|Qi&Q j |=+ . (A.6)
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Proof of (A.6). Set 0i=[x # 0 | |x&Qi|<d(Qi, 0)]
|
0 _} :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Q j+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Q j+v+
&(:i P=W=, Qi) p&1& P=W=, Qi
=( p&1) |
0i
(:i P=W=, Qi) p&2 P=W=, Qi v
+( p&1) |
0i
:
k
j=1; j{i
(: i) p&2 (P= W=, Q i) p&1 P=W=, Q j
+O \|0i :
k
j=1; j{i
(P=W=, Qi) p&2 (P=W=, Q j)2+|
0i
(P=W=, Qi) p&2 v2)
+O \|0"0i \ :
k
j=1; j{i
(P=W=, Q j) p&1 P=W=, Qi
+ :
k
j=1
(P=W=, Q j) p&2 P= W=, Qi |v|+
=( p&1) : p&2i |
0
(P= W=, Qi) p&1 v&( p&1) : p&2i |
0"0i
(P=W=, Qi) p&1 v
+O \ :
k
j=1; j{i
|
0
W p&1=, Qi W=, Q j++O(&v&=2)
+O \ :
k
j=1; j{i
|
0
W p&2=, Qi W
2
=, Q j++O(e&d(Qi, 0)=) &v&=
=O \ :
k
j, l=1; j{l
e&|Q j&Ql|=++O(&v&2= )+O(e&d(Q i, 0)=) &v&= .
|
0 _} :
k
j=1
: jP=W=, Q j+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
: jP=W=, Q j+v)
&(:iP=W=, Qi) p&1& P=W=, QiQ is
=O(e&d(Qi, 0)=) &v&=+O(&v&=2)
+O \1= :
k
j=1; j{i
e&|Qi&Q j |=++O \ :
k
j=1, i=% j
e&|Qi&Q j |=+ . (A.7)
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Proof of (A.7). Let 0i be the same as in the proof of (A.6). We then have
|
0 _} :
k
j=1
: jP=W=, Q j+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Q j+v+
&(:i P= W=, Qi) p&1& P=W=, Q iQ is
=\|0i+|0"0i+_} :
k
j=1
:jP=W=, Q j+v }
p&2
\ :
k
j=1
: jP= W=, Q j+v+
&(:i P= W=, Qi) p&1& P=W=, Q iQ is
] I1+I2 . (4.1)
I1=( p&1) |
0i
(: iP= W=, Q i) p&2
P=W=, Qi
Q is
v
+( p&1) :
k
j=1; j{i
: p&2i |
0i
(P=W=, Qi) p&2 :jP= W=, Q j
P=W=, Qi
Q is
+O \|0i (P=W=, Qi)
p&3 } P=W=, QiQ is } |v| 2+
+O \ :
k
j=1; j{i
|
0i
(P= W=, Qi) p&3 } P=W=, QiQ is } (P= W=, Q j)2+
=( p&1) |
0
(:i P= W=, Qi) p&2
P=W=, Qi
Q is
v
&( p&1) |
0"0i
(: iP= W=, Qi) p&2
P=W=, Qi
Q is
v
+O \|0i W
p&2
=, Qi v
2++O \|0i :
k
j=1; j{i
W p&2=, Qi W
2
=, Q j+ . (4.2)
|
0"0i
(:iP=W=, Qi) p&2
P=W=, Qi
Q is
v
=O \|0"0i W
p&1
=, Q i |v|+
=O(e&( p&1) d(Qi, 0)=) &v&= . (4.3)
|
0i
W p&2=, Q i v
2=O(&v&=2). (4.4)
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|
0i
W p&2=, Qi W
2
=, Q j=\|01i+|02i+ W
p&2
=, Qi W
2
=, Q j
=O(e&2[|Q i&Q j |&12 d(Q i, 0)]=)
+O(e&(p&2)2 d(Qi, 0)=e&2[|Qi&Q j |&d(Qi, 0)]=)
=O(e&|Q i&Q j |=), (4.5)
where 01i =[x # 0i | |x&Q
i|< 12 d(Q
i, 0) ], 02i =0i"01i .
I2=O \|0"0i _ :
k
j=1; j{i
(P=W=, Q j) p&1
+ :
k
j=1
(P= W=, Q j) p&2 |v|& }P=W=, QiQ is }+
=O \1= |0"0i :
k
j=1; j{i
W p&1=, Q j W=, Qi++O \1= |0"0i :
k
j=1
W p&2=, Q j W=, Qi |v|+
=O \1= :
k
j=1; j{i
e&|Qi&Q j |=++O(e&d(Qi, 0)=) &v&= .
(A.7) follows from (4.1)(4.11).
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